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Preface
WoodBeQuiet™

Important Notes
When cutting and fitting planks to fit a surface,
consider which areas of the surface will contain
the cut portions and try to apply the products as
symmetrically as possible. It may help to use a
chalkline to establish and mark out the space before
applying the product.

WoodBeQuiet™ Planks feature a bonding
resin that is pressure sensitive. To avoid faulty
installation and weak bond strength, follow
this guide to ensure maximum adhesion
across the wall or ceiling surface.

WoodBeQuiet™ Planks

It is not recommended that the planks
are repositioned or removed from the
surface after install as this will reduce the
effectiveness of the adhesion.

Ensure that all Acoufelt WoodBeQuiet™ Planks are
installed at the correct orientation as per the selected
Acoufelt Plank Pattern Formation (pg. 4) to avoid an
incorrect panel finish.

Wall Preparation

Disclaimer

Before installation, inspect the surface and ensure the
area is suitable for application. The surface must be
flat, dry and clean. Ensure the surface is clean and
free of any dust, flaking paint, loose debris or grime, is
structurally sound and free of imperfections.

Acoufelt strives to fulfil the needs of its customers by
producing the highest quality felt products. However
due to the fine, fibrous and textural nature of the
product, slight visual imperfections may be seen when
viewing the product from less than 1 to 1.5 meters.
These slight visual imperfections, however, are within
normal industry manufacturing tolerances.

Fill any unwanted cracks and ensure the surface is fully
dry. Check for any high spots that require levelling as
this will impede the ability for the plank adhesion to
work effectively.
Concrete or plastered walls must be prepared with a
primer and allowed to fully dry prior to installation.

Installation guidelines and methods must be adhered to to ensure that the
product warranty is not void.
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Installation
TOOLS REQUIRED - NOT SUPPLIED

APPLICATION

•

Roller

1.

Wear gloves when handling the product.

•

Utility knife

•

Straight edge

2.

•

Measuring tape

•

Spirit Level

Starting from a low and centralised area of
the surface, carefully dry fit the first row of
WoodBeQuiet™ planks to determine the direction and
number of planks required for the desired pattern or
finish. Use a measuring tape to mark out the selected
plank formation on the surface. Use the spirit level to
mark up the horizontal and vertical lines and use the
straight edge to check they are straight and match
up accordingly. Use the utility knife and straight
edge to carefully cut the plank to the appropriate
dimension.

3.

Peel off the adhesive cover and carefully place the
plank onto the surface. Apply firm pressure across
the plank and hold for 5 seconds, and then use
the roller to apply pressure across the plank. Use
the Roller across the row of planks and apply even
pressure.

4.

When applying successive rows, apply an even
downwards pressure to the top of the plank below to
make sure the edges are properly butted together.

5.

Trim off any excess material around joins, pipes and
sockets.

6.

Once the install has been completed, roll over the
whole surface with the roller for maximum adhesion.
Always roll from the centre to the edge.

Provided with panels
•

Cotton Gloves

Note
•

Plank Pattern Formation
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To avoid faulty installation and weak bond strength, it is
imperative to use the roller to firmly secure each plank
in place. Failure to do this could result in movement or
lifting of the planks.

